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Corporations Power
- Clearly state the ISSUE. ‘Client x is concerned he would face penalty under s 5(b) of Act X if he 

does this. Client x will only be able to do action x, if he can demonstrate that the provisions are 
constitutionally invalid.

- This is a Commonwealth law, and us such must fall under a head of power. It may fall under s 
51(xx), the corporations power. 

- Validity
- For the law to be valid, it must fall within the scope of the corporations power. The scope of 

the power was determined in Workchoices, where the majority adopted Gaudron J’s 
statement from Re Pacific Coal.
- ‘I have no doubt that the power conferred by s 51(xx) of the Constitution extends to the 

regulation of the activities, functions, relationships and the business of a corporation 
described in that subsection, the creation of rights, and privileges belonging to such a 
corporation, the imposition of obligations on it and, in respect to those matters, to the 
regulation of those whose conduct is or is capable of accepting its activities, 
functions, relationships or business.’
- So its within the scope if it is:

- The activities, functions, relationships and the business of a corporation,
- Also extends to the conduct of those through whom the corporation acts (including its 

employees, shareholders),
- Even broader, it regulates those whose conduct is or is capable of affecting its 

activities, functions, relationships or business. 
- We can now regulate the conduct of those who aren’t corporations, but affect the 

activities of a corporation.
- Examples of being within the scope:

- Laws regulating restrictive trade practices between corporations (Stirckland).
- Laws prohibiting secondary boycotts (these boycotts affect the trading activities  of 

corporations) (Fontana Films)
- Laws regulating corporations workplace regulations/conditions of employment 

(Workchoices).
- Examples of being outside the scope:

- Laws giving the power to vary or set aside unfair contracts ‘relating to the business of 
a constitutional corporation’ (Re Dingjan).

- Person A and B aren’t corporations; but they are related to the business of a 
corporation. Re Dingjian said this was too remote.

- This was before work choices, so include a statement saying ‘the High Court resisted 
placing obligations on third parties in Re Dingjian, but following the broad 
interpretation in WorkChoices, there is a chance this would be held valid today.’

- A law providing for the incorporation of trading and financial corporations (this is 
outside as corporations power only applies to corporations already formed, it does not 
regulate the forming): Incorporation Case.

- Continued over page…
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- The law must be characterised with sufficient connection to an aspect of Gaudron’s 
statement:
- ‘(section of the law you’re talking about) is (part of Gaudron’s statement), by (how is it doing 

it). Therefore the character of the law has sufficient connection to the scope of the power. 
The law is valid.’ 
- eg. ’s 7(a) of the Act is regulating the functions and activities of businesses, by requiring 

there to be vets at every horse race. Therefore the character of the law has sufficient 
connection to the scope of the power. The law is valid.’

- Limitations
- If any limitations apply (s 92, s 109, implied freedom of political communication)?

- Application
- (section of the law eg. 7A) will only apply to (company/person) if it is a trading, foreign or 

financial corporation.
- 1) Foreign Corporation:

- A foreign corporation is a corporation formed outside the limits of the Commonwealth.
- If it is foreign, it can be regulated under the corporations power.

- It is not a foreign corporation. 
- 2) Trading Corporation

- In accordance with Adamson’s, a corporation is a trading corporation if it engages in 
substantial or significant trading activities.

- Analogise with Adamson’s:
- Trading activities need not be the primary or dominant activities of the corporation, but 

they must be substantial or significant - this is a question of fact and degree.
- Mason J’s obiter in Adamson’s said that the ‘trading activity of a corporation may be so 

slight and so incidental to some other principal activity… that it could not be described as 
a trading corporation.’

- Adamason’s involved the footballer; the WAFL was held to be a trading corporation 
because even though trading wasn’t their primary activity, they still engaged in it (eg. car 
parking, selling footy tickets etc).

- Look at the facts, can say ‘While x engages in trading activities by selling coffees, it may be 
distinguishable from Adamson’s in that these activities are ‘so slight and incidental’ to the 
principal activity of x’

- OR: ‘The facts are analogous to the Adamson’s case as whilst trading is not the primary 
purpose, it is still substantial or significant.’

- If it’s not a trading corporation, look to see if its a financial corporation:
- 3) Financial Corporation

- In accordance with State Superannuation, a corporation is a financial corporation if it 
engages in substantial financial activities.

- This is a question of fact and degree, same as Adamson’s

- 4) The Purpose Test
- If a corporation has no activities, it will be a trading or financial corporation if it has a trading 

or financial purpose: Fencott.
- If it has been set up to be trading company (but is a shell company), this is sufficient.
- Use Queensland Rail as analogy:

- Purposes included ‘managing railways,’ providing rail transport services’
- QLD rail was to carry out its functions as a commercial enterprise.
- Activities: labour hire only.
- HC looked at both activities and purpose: held it was a trading corporation.

- Given they are a (foreign/trading/financial corporation), (company x) is subject to the (the law). 
Therefore, they have to (___ state what the law requires them to do).
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External Affairs Power
- Clearly state the ISSUE. ‘Client x is concerned he would face penalty under s 5(b) of Act X if he 

does this. Client x will only be able to do action x, if he can demonstrate that the provisions are 
constitutionally invalid.

- This is a Commonwealth law and as such, must fall under a head of power. It may fall under s 
51(xxix), the external affairs power.

- Validity
- There are three bases which can enliven the power, it will come under 1 of these:

- (i) Law that affects Australia’s relation with other countries
- (This law) may be supported by the ‘Australia’s relations with other countries’ aspect of the 

external affairs power.
- Concerns bad mouthing other countries, their governments or constitutions.
- Turn to Latham CJ’s judgement in Sharkey:

- ‘The prevention and punishment of the excitement of disaffection within the 
Commonwealth against the Government or Constitution of any other dominion may 
reasonably be thought by parliament to constitute an element in the preservation of 
friendly relations with other Dominions’ [at 137]. 

- This comment extends to relations ‘with all countries outside Australia.’ 
- This meant you could pass a law stopping people insulting other nations.

- Latham CJ’s comment in Sharkey at [136] (as later confirmed in Mowbray) provides 
guidance as to whether this law will enliven the external affairs power.

- (i) The law is likely to enliven the external affairs power and be held valid, as in accordance 
with Sharkey, it is preventing the excitement of disaffection against the Government or 
Constitution of another dominion. (go on to explain why). OR

- (ii) The law is likely to be held invalid, as it is too dissimilar / remote from Sharkey, which 
was aimed at preventing and punishing the excitement of disaffection against the 
Government or Constitution of another dominion. (go on to explain why - e.g., this is 
preventing remarks of dissatisfaction about the US’s intelligence gathering services, not the 
Government as a whole).

- Go on to the application component…

- (ii) Law on matters geographically external to Australia
- (This law) may be supported by the external affairs power, as in accordance with Barwick  

CJ and as confirmed in Polyukhovich, the power can ‘extend to anything which in its nature 
is external to… Australia.’

- The facts show that the matter is geographically external to Australia, in the sense that: __
- Polyukhovich and Horta support the view that mere externality to Australia is sufficient to 

enliven the power. 
- Note: there is a natural limit for legislation: the capacity to enforce (ie. you can’t make a law 

prohibiting littering in Paris, how would you enforce that?)
- So if it is external to Australia, but lacking ability to enforce, you can mention this point.

- Note: Pape found that just because the GFC originated externally, this was too remote, as 
the effect was felt in Australia, and the law was to do with things in Australia (p. 901).

- The law is likely to be held valid, as it concerns matters geographically external to Australia, 
thus enlivening the external affairs power.

- Go on to the application component…
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- (iii) Law implements international obligations that Australia has voluntarily assumed
- (This law) may be supported by the treaty implementation aspect of the external affairs 

power.
- Bona Fide

- Any international treaty is capable of enlivening the power, but (Treaty x) must be bona 
fides, as opposed to ‘a mere device to attract power’ (Industrial Relations Case). Gibbs 
CJ viewed this limitation as only a ‘frail shield’ (Koowarta), but nonetheless: 
- Insert statement as to why it is bona fides,:

- (i) the fact that (x number of) countries have ratified the treaty is strong evidence of 
bonds fides. OR

- (ii) despite the unusual bilateral nature and hastened creation, it can be assumed 
the treaty was implemented in good faith.

- Sufficient Specificity
- In accordance with Tasmanian Dams, (Treaty x) must impose ‘precise obligations rather 

than mere vague aspirations.’
- Turn to the words of the treaty, have a small discussion on whether the terms are too 

vague or aspirational
- examples of aspirational:

- ‘State must aspire to full employment’
- ‘States shall take all measures necessary to prevent the development of terrorist 

cells on their territory’
- ‘State parties shall take measures to prevent the spread of terrorist propaganda’

- Examples of precise:
- ‘States shall educate their citizens on the evils of extremist religious doctrine.’
- ‘States shall share intelligence in relation to terror activity in their territory.’

- Tasmanian Dams did demonstrate that vague, common language to some degree is 
inherent in all treaties…
- (i) As such, this treaty will most likely enliven the external affairs power. 
- (ii) However, Articles (a) and (b) are perhaps too vague, these articles are thus unlikely 

to enliven the external affairs power.
- (iii) However, the language in this treaty is clearly far too vague, and is thus unlikely to 

enliven the external affairs power.

- Reasonable Proportionality Test
- In accordance with Deane J in Tasmanian Dams (at [487]), (provision of the law in 

question [not the treaty now, but the law], eg. s5 of the Act) ‘must be capable of being 
reasonably considered to be appropriate and adapted’ to the Treaty. 

- Discussion: consider whether the law prescribes an appropriate regime for satisfying the 
obligations of the treaty. (shouldn’t really matter what way you go, just how you argue it).
- The law doesn’t need to exactly replicate the treaty obligations, but it does need to 

fulfil it on the whole.
- Next, consider the issue of proportionality - look to the penalty imposed:

- (i) The penalty related to (s x) can be liked to Deane J’s example of slaughtering all 
sheep to prevent the spread of disease in Tasmanian Dams. Thus it is unlikely (s x) 
will be considered a proportionate implementation of the Treaty.

- (ii) Unlike Deane J’s example of slaughtering all sheep to prevent the spread of 
disease in Tasmanian Dams, the penalty related to (s x) is arguably proportionate. 
Thus it is likely (s x) will be considered a valid in terms of treaty implementation. 

- Limitations
- Do any limitations apply (s 92, s 109, implied freedom of political communication)?

- Application
- Simply tie it back to the actual problem question.

- This law is valid/invalid under the external affairs power, therefore X does / doesn’t have to do 
this… 
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Defence Power
- Clearly state the ISSUE. ‘Client x is concerned he would face penalty under s 5(b) of Act X if he 

does this. Client x will only be able to do action x, if he can demonstrate that the provisions are 
constitutionally invalid.

- This is a Commonwealth law and as such, must fall under a head of power. It may fall under s 
51(vi), the defence power.

- Validity
- It is necessary to consider the purpose of the law.
- Determine if it comes under either the primary or secondary aspects of the power:
- (i) Primary Aspect

- Does the law relate squarely to the maintenance of the armed forces, or defence 
preparedness, or protecting against an external (or internal) threat?

- The law seems to fall within the ‘primary aspect’ of the defence power, as it is aimed at 
(maintaining the armed forces / defence preparedness / protecting against an external (or 
internal threat). Elaborate based on the facts…

- Examples include: enlistment and training of armed forces, provision of ships and 
manufacture of weapons, erection of fortifications.

- If its on terrorism, analogise with Mowbray:
- The majority found terrorism did fall within the primary aspect, but this was heavily 

dependent on the high threshold and strict definition of terrorism.
- Importantly Mowbray was all about directly preventing violence - if a law is about 

directly preventing violence its more likely to succeed - ie. ‘all persons entering a 
commonwealth building must be screened for concealed weapons’ would fall squarely 
in this power.

- If the facts demonstrate a low threshold for terrorism definition, you can distinguish from 
Mowbray.

- The majority in Mowbray did not require consideration of proportionality when utilising the 
primary aspect, but nonetheless…

- Then move to proportionality…
- (ii) Secondary Aspect

- Is the law only connected to defence because the factual circumstances are such that there 
is an increased threat giving rise to a defence need?

- In applying the secondary aspect, it’s necessary to consider the extent of the defence 
threat. The Court will take judicial notice of the constitutional facts, traditionally, whether 
Australia was at war. In modern times this is more difficult, but the court may consider ____ 
(state what is making it a threat; are there plausible, direct threats against Australia; can 
you use a case analogy?). The court is likely to find the threat level moderate/quite low/
quite high. 

- Court must determine what are the defence needs the facts give rise to (typically are we 
experiencing war / peace? but harder in modern times, need to look at level of threat).

- Need to draw analogy to cases:
- Examples of VALID secondary aspect of the power:

- Regulating the export of apples / pears. (Andrews).
- Regulations giving the Minister a wide discretionary power to control the sale and 

distribution of essential articles [eg clothes] (Stenhouse).
- Regulations around employment conditions (Women’s Employment Case).
- Regulations allowing defence uniform manufacturers to continue their manufacturing, 

but also expand into commercial transactions (Clothing Factory Case).
- Banning the communist party (Communist Party Case).

- Examples of INVALID secondary aspect of the power:
- Defence force wanted to tender for commercial transactions regarding their engineers 

and staff that would normally build ships, to maintain their workforce. Court said you 
could not enter into a commercial agreement to build non-defence related things 
(Commonwealth Shipping Board Case).

- Drawing on Kirby J and Callinan J, it is then necessary to consider proportionality.
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- (iii) Proportionality
- (the law) will be valid with respect to defence if it is appropriate and adapted (proportionate) 

to the defence purpose.
- Have a discussion here on proportionality and use case analogies: 

- In Mowbray, the terrorist threat was viewed as high and so Callinan J said the legislation 
was proportionate.

- In the Communist Party Case the Court didn’t believe the law was proportionate as the 
threat wasn’t THAT high to enable such restrictions on civil liberties.

- The law will most likely be deemed as proportionate / not proportionate, and be held valid / 
invalid.

- Limitations
- Do any limitations apply (s 92, s 109, implied freedom of political communication)?

- Offer a conclusion, say how this directly relates to the clients.
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Taxation
- Clearly state the ISSUE. ‘Client x is concerned he would face penalty under s 5(b) of Act X if he 

does this. Client x will only be able to do action x, if he can demonstrate that the provisions are 
constitutionally invalid.

- This is a Commonwealth law and as such, must fall under a head of power. It may fall under s 
51(ii), the taxation power. (If its Commonwealth law, follow orange stream)

- This is a State law, State’s have plenary power in accordance with s 106-107 of the Constitution 
(and s 5 of the SA Constitution Act [if its SA legislation]). As such, they are able to make laws on 
taxation, subject to the limitations of s 90. (If its state law, follow purple stream).

STATE AND COMMONWEALTH:
- Is it a tax? Positive Attributes

- To determine if (s x) is a tax, we can turn to the positive attributes as set out in Matthews.
- Step through each of the criteria (can be brief):

- (i) a compulsory exaction (you have to pay it)
- (ii) of money
- (iii) by a public authority (eg government)
- (iv) for public purposes (eg. government programs)
- (v) enforceable by law (it’s in statute, so yes).

- Chances are, it will fulfil all these criteria, but mention if it’s a bit iffy on any of them.
- Whilst (s x) fulfils the positive attributes of a definition of a tax, Air Caledonie and Tape 

Manufacturers demonstrated that we must still determine if any negative attributes are 
present which may indicate (s x) is not in fact, a tax.

- Is it a tax? Negative Attributes
- Case law has provided for various negative attributes that would suggest particular levies are 

not taxes. Of particular relevance here is: Discuss all that apply.
- (i) A Penalty:

- Conduct must be mandated or proscribed, create an offence or civil penalties. Involves 
failure to comply with ‘antecedent obligations.’

- General Cemetery:
- Employers required to put $ into training employees, or give that $ to Gov.
- Court said this was not a penalty, as there was no offence and the law did not 

prescribe conduct.

- (ii) Arbitrary Exaction:
- Turn to notes for this (barely anything on it, doubt it will come up).

- (iii) A charge for the acquisition or use of property:
- Don’t have anything on this apart form that it was mentioned in Air Caledonie.

- (iv) Fee for Services:
- Compare with Air Caledonie (where it was found to be a tax) and Airservices (found to be 

a fee for services)
- In determining whether this is a fee for service, Air Caledonie set out certain criterion 

which need to be fulfilled: (walk through these, don’t need a heading for each)
- (i) Choice about acquisition of services 

- Need to be able to choose to have the service
- (ii) Discernible relationship between the fee and the value of service

- Ie. a different fee based on the level of service. Distinguish between Air Caledonie 
(charged $5 for everyone entering country, but different people needed different 
level of service = failed; and Airservices where fee was based on aircraft weight).

- (iii) Particular identified services
- As opposed to general services provided to the community at large.
- Are individual services and facilities provided (if yes, then probably fee).
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- In Air Caledonie the service was immigration checking, but the court found that the 
$5 was intended to offset admin costs, as opposed to providing a specific service 
(therefore tax).

- (iv) Services are rendered individually to, or at the request or direction of the particular 
person required to make the payment. 
- If the services are going to only the people who are required to pay as opposed to 

everyone = fee for service.
- Given (s x) seems to (fulfil / not fulfil) these requirements, its more likely the Court will 

find that it is a (fee for service / tax). 

- (v) Fee for Privilege (licence fee):
- Only talk about this here if its Cth law, as State law you’ll discuss in s 90.
- A licence fee is not a tax. 
- Examples include having to pay for a car licence, liquor licence, licence to serve alcohol.
- Note that State’s are allowed to administer licences; but not excises: there is an 

important distinction to be made.

- Come to a conclusion:
- As such, it is most likely to be considered a tax. We must now consider if any limitations 

apply.
- As such, it is most likely to not be considered a tax, but rather a (insert category). 

Nonetheless, it could still be held a tax and thus we must consider if any limitations apply.

-  Procedural Limitations (COMMONWEALTH LAW)
- As it is a Commonwealth law it is necessary to consider if any procedural limitations apply.

- s 53: The Senate cannot make tax laws. (Doubt that this will be an issue).
- s 55: If there is a law imposing a tax, it can only be a tax law. If the law is about something 

broad (eg. employment conditions, industrial relations, labour conditions), but has a section 
on taxation, this will be invalid.

- On the facts, it does not appear as though any procedural limitations, through either s 53, or s 
55 apply. 

- Substantial Limitations: s 51(ii)
- s 51(ii) contains an internal limitation, that the law cannot discriminate between States or parts 

of States.
- To determine if there is discrimination, look at a broad level: does it treat states differently?
- Then state whether there is discrimination and why.

- However, if the discrimination exists because legislature has regard to local conditions, it is 
not discriminatory for the purpose of s 51(ii), as per James v Cth and Mining Tax Case. 
- Clear discrimination that was not allowed was Cameron:

- Taxing cows in different states differently, for no other reason than their location.
- Examples of regard to local conditions: 

- A mining tax that applies equally to all states, but WA has more mines (tough luck).
- States taxed differently because they were affected by bushfire differently.

- As such, the law is valid / invalid under s 51(ii).

- Substantial Limitations: s 99
- In accordance with Elliot, s 99 will invalidate a law if preferential treatment provides for 

commercial disadvantage.
- There are 3 options:

- If you have discrimination under s 51(ii):
- (i) Does the discrimination amount to commercial disadvantage? If yes -> violates s 99.
- (ii) If it doesn't amount to commercial, the law is still invalid under s 51(ii).

- If you don’t have discrimination under s 51(ii):
- (i) Given there is no discrimination, s 99 does not apply. Nonetheless, no commercial 

advantage seems to be present regardless. 
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